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A discontinuous Galerkin method for the discretisation of the linearised Euler equations
is derived for the computation of acoustic modes in an inﬁnite duct of arbitrary
geometric shape in the presence of axial sheared ﬂow. Validations are performed with
analytical solutions in the case of a uniformly lined duct and comparisons are done with
of the discontinuous formulation to study the behaviour of the acoustic eigenfunctions
in the vicinity of the liner-splice transition where singular behaviours of the acoustic
perturbation are found.1. Introduction
Inviscid stability analysis performed in a lined or unlined inﬁnite duct in the presence of ﬂow or not is an important tool
in acoustics since it gives an insight on the physical phenomena responsible for the propagation and radiation of the noise
generated by an aircraft engine. In some cases, solutions may be simply expressed through Bessel functions whereas more
elaborated analytical or even numerical methods are required in most cases.
Present paper focuses on the case of a cylindrical inﬁnite duct uniformly lined except at some ‘‘small’’ parts. This
models the intake of an engine (see for instance [1]) where the lining is formed by joining together pieces of liners, leaving
unlined areas at the joints, called splices. In addition, small areas of the lining may be replaced by hard patches for
maintenance reasons. These splices may have a signiﬁcant effect on the radiated noise and therefore the inﬁnite duct
model presenting lining non-uniformities or discontinuities has been already the object of many studies [2–6] by means of
various methods (analytical or numerical). Except in speciﬁc cases with thin splices (see [6]), the effect of the splices is
generally to reduce the damping, as it would be guessed since the lined area is smaller. Mustaﬁ et al. [7] considered the
case of a square hard patch in a uniformly lined ﬂow duct. They showed that the relative sound power level increases with
the patch width up to a width of the same magnitude as the incident mode azimuthal wavelength. Another consequence of
the presence of splices is the scattering of acoustic cut-on modes into modes of different azimuthal orders. Finally, as
discovered by Bi et al. [5] and studied as well by Brambley et al. [6], in the presence of rigid splices in a lined duct, a new
kind of mode called ‘‘localised’’ mode (Brambley et al. call them ‘‘trapped’’ modes) may appear and is characterised by the
fact that it exists only near the splices. It has been shown that a localised mode originates as a surface wave and turns into
an acoustic wave as the splice width increases.l), estelle.piot@onera.fr (E. Piot), gregoire.casalis@onera.fr (G. Casalis).
The previous investigations of circumferentially non-uniformly lined duct have been conducted by means of ﬁnite
element method with [4] and without ﬂow [2] or by means of multimodal method [3,5] in the presence of uniform ﬂow. In
these studies, the equations are written under the Pridmore–Brown form and therefore the only considered variable is the
acoustic pressure. The multimodal method consists in expanding the searched solution in terms of the eigenmodes of the
rigid duct case or of the uniformly lined duct case (although for this conﬁguration, the equations are not self-adjoint). On
the contrary, Brambley et al. [6] searched the eigenmodes under the form of Fourier series derived using Green’s function
method, which ensures the completeness of the expansion. The method they proposed may be applied to ducts of arbitrary
shape in the presence of any axial ﬂow. In a similar way, this paper presents a numerical method for computing
eigenmodes in a non-uniformly lined duct of arbitrary shape and carrying axial ﬂow with special focus on the dis-
continuity effect induced by the splice. In addition to be able to handle complex geometries, the numerical method is
required to have low numerical dissipation and dispersion. The discontinuous Galerkin method satisﬁes all these
requirements and is hence used for the spatial discretisation. Moreover, the method offers the capacity to easily handle
discontinuities, in particular at the boundaries. The discontinuous Galerkin method has been successfully employed in the
calculation of modes arising from the incompressible Navier–Stokes equations on quite complex geometries [8]. The
present code is derived from an existing Computational Aeroacoustics (CAA) solver based on the discontinuous Galerkin
method developed at ONERA [9].
In the literature, lining discontinuities are not restricted to splices. It mainly arises when the liner is not axially inﬁnite,
which is usually addressed by the mode matching method [10]. In [2,4], the authors considered a liner which is axially
ﬁnite and contains splices in the circumferential direction. Wright [2] derived a mode-matching procedure in the usual
way, in the sense that the continuity of the pressure is imposed at the lining transition. Gabard and Astley [4] proposed a
more elaborated matching scheme by deriving a variational formulation from the ﬁeld equations. Another technique has
been used by Rienstra [11] and Brambley [12], who investigated the scattering in an inﬁnite duct at a sudden hard–soft
wall impedance transition with uniform ﬂow by means of the Wiener–Hopf method. Although all these investigations give
interesting results on the acoustics scattering, none of them really focused on the local behaviour of the perturbation at the
hard–soft lining transition. Unfortunately, as pointed out by Gabard and Astley [4] ‘‘there is as yet no deﬁnite and complete
description of the physical mechanisms taking place at the transition from hard to soft surfaces with ﬂow’’. Moreover, even
without ﬂow, the local behaviour of the perturbation components at the lining transition is still an open problem.
In the present paper, focus is made on the acoustic modes computation in the case of two diametrically opposed splices
as in Brambley et al. [6]. Section 2 provides the detailed context and the governing equations, which are discretised by
means of the discontinuous Galerkin method described in Section 3. Sections 4–6 are devoted to numerical results: in
Section 4, comparisons are presented with analytical solutions available for the uniformly lined duct without ﬂow, and
comparisons are done with the published results in the conﬁguration with rigid splices and in the presence or not of
sheared ﬂow. The numerical performance of the method is presented as well. In Section 5 is presented a deeper study on
the splice effects. More particularly, the shape of the eigenfunctions in the vicinity of the lining discontinuities resulting
from the presence of the splices is investigated. Finally in Section 6 is shown the ﬂexibility of the method by considering
ducts of different geometries with ﬂow and with lining discontinuities.2. Governing equations
The considered geometry consists of an inﬁnite circular duct of radius R uniformly lined except at two rigid splices. The
splices are located around y¼ 0 and y¼ p and are 2ys wide. The geometry is depicted in Fig. 1 together with the deﬁnitions
of the Cartesian and cylindrical coordinates systems.Fig. 1. Cylindrical spliced lined duct—the grey wide circular line represents the liner.
The main ﬂow (denoted with subscript 0) is assumed to be stationary, subsonic and homentropic. Moreover the
considered main ﬂow velocity is oriented towards z and depends only on the radial coordinate r, the corresponding Mach
number is denoted M0. Finally the mean density r0 and the sound speed a0 are taken constant. The current method may
also handle more complex main ﬂows such as in the bypass duct of a turbofan where there are density gradients and a
swirl component for instance. However, the conﬁguration chosen in this paper represents the intake of a turbofan where
the main ﬂow model is simpler.
In the following, the different quantities are made dimensionless thanks to reference quantities: a0 for the velocity,
r0a20 for the pressure, R for the length and R=a0 for the time.
The governing equations are the linearised Euler equations where the perturbations are taken under a wavelike form
~uðx,y,z,tÞ ¼ expðiðkzotÞÞuðx,yÞ,1 o being the dimensionless angular frequency, k the dimensionless wavenumber and
u¼ ðu,pÞ the unknown vector composed of the perturbation velocity vector and the perturbation pressure. The velocity
vector in Cartesian coordinates writes u¼ uexþveyþwez and u¼ urerþuyehþwez in cylindrical coordinates. The
equations are then written in Cartesian coordinates system in the domain O under the matrix form (the Einstein summation
is used on x and y)
iouþAjqjuþðBþ ikCÞu¼ 0 in O (1)
where
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0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0
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The boundary conditions on the perturbation at the wall qO are imposed by means of an impedance condition modelled by Eq.
(2) where Z is the speciﬁc acoustic impedance and n is the outward-pointing unit normal vector:
p¼ Zu  n on qO (2)
But rather than using the speciﬁc impedance and Eq. (2), the reﬂection coefﬁcient b deﬁned as b¼ ðZ1Þ=ðZþ1Þ is
introduced to avoid singular behaviour when Z¼0 (soft wall) and Z-1 (hard wall). The boundary conditions at the wall
become
ðb1Þpþðbþ1Þu  n¼ 0 on qO (3)
Finally, no-slip boundary conditions are imposed on the main ﬂow in order to avoid any vortex-sheet on the liner.2
For a chosen dimensionless angular frequencyo 2 Rþ , the complex wavenumber k is computed as being an eigenvalue
of the eigenproblem composed of Eqs. (1) and (2), u being the eigenfunction.3. Numerical method
In this section, the discontinuous Galerkin method applied to the problem formed by Eqs. (1) and (2) is brieﬂy
presented. A more detailed theoretical study may be found in [17].
The discontinuous Galerkin method is a local method: on each triangle ðDlÞl211,LU (see Fig. 2) of the computational
domain Oh bordered by qOh, the solution is searched in P
2ðDlÞ, the space of second order polynomial deﬁned on Dl. The
solution is found locally by imposing a Galerkin condition (i.e. an orthogonality condition): the local residual must be
orthogonal to every test-function wm belonging to the space of test functions V
l
h, chosen here as being in P
2ðDlÞ:
8l 2 11,LU,8wm 2 Vlh
Z
Dl
ðiouþAjqjuþðBþ ikCÞuÞ wm dx dy¼ 0 (4)1 We choose to follow the stability convention in opposition to the acoustical convention for which the exponent is iðotkzÞ. This should be kept in
mind when looking at computed spectra or impedance values.
2 Else the perturbations would have to satisfy the Ingard–Myers boundary condition which takes into account the dynamic of the vortex sheet over
the lining [13–16].
Fig. 2. Sketch of a triangle showing the interior and exterior traces and the numerical ﬂuxes.Integrating by parts yields
8l 2 11,LU,8wm 2 Vlh
Z
Dl
ðiou wmqjðwm  AjÞuþðBþ ikCÞu wmÞ dx dyþ
Z
qDl
njAju wm dG¼ 0 (5)
where dG represents the unilinear differential along the boundary qDl.
A particularity of the discontinuous Galerkin method is that the solution u is multiply deﬁned on qDl. The concept
of interior and exterior traces of the solution is then introduced, respectively denoted u and uþ and deﬁned as being
u7 ðxÞ ¼ limE-0uðx7EnÞ for x 2 qDl and n the vector normal to qDl oriented outward from Dl (see Fig. 2). Therefore, the
deﬁnition of the ﬂux Ajnju becoming ambiguous, it is replaced by a numerical ﬂux depending on the interior and exterior
traces and on the normal n: Pðu,uþ ,nÞ.
If qDl is the border between two triangles, the numerical ﬂux is constructed by means of the characteristics method and
therefore takes into account the dynamics of the problem. As the matrix Ajnj is real and symmetric, it may be diagonalised:
Ajnj ¼ PKP1 ¼ PKþP1þPKP1 ¼ ½Ajnjþ þ½Ajnj. The matrix Kþ (respectively K) contains the positive (respectively
negative) eigenvalues of Ajnj and hence its components correspond to the characteristics propagating out of Dl
(respectively into Dl). Finally, the resulting ﬂux P deﬁned by Eq. (6) is a so-called upwind ﬂux (as in ﬁnite volume
method): ‘‘it takes the informations from where they are coming’’.
P¼ ½Ajnjuþ þ½Ajnjþu (6)
If qDl belongs to the computational domain boundary (see Fig. 2): qDl \ qOha|, the numerical ﬂux is intended to
enforce the boundary conditions. A centred ﬂux is chosen P¼Ajnjðuþ þuÞ=2 where the exterior trace is required
to satisfy pþ ¼ bpþðbþ1Þ u  n and uþ  n¼ ð1bÞ pb u  n. We checked that using this centred ﬂux at an external
boundary yields a better numerical accuracy than using the upwind ﬂux (6).
Replacing in Eq. (5) Ajnju by the appropriate numerical ﬂux and integrating by parts again yields
8l 2 11,LU,8wm 2 Vlh
Z
Dl
ðiouþAjqjuþðBþ i kCÞuÞ wm dO
þ
Z
qDl\qOh
½AjnjðuþuÞ wm dGþ
Z
qDl\qOh
MðbÞu wm dG¼ 0 (7)
where
MðbÞ ¼ 1
2
ðbþ1Þn2x ðbþ1Þnxny 0 ðb1Þnx
ðbþ1Þnxny ðbþ1Þn2y 0 ðb1Þny
0 0 0 0
ð1þbÞnx ð1þbÞny 0 ð1bÞ
0
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The geometry of the problem (see Fig. 1) admits the vertical axis x¼0 and the horizontal axis y¼0 as symmetry axes.
Thanks to these symmetry properties, the computations are performed on the domain contained between y¼ 0 and
y¼ p=2 depicted in Fig. 3 for the four different possible combinations of symmetry/antisymmetry properties on the
two boundaries. The corresponding abbreviations are given in Table 1. Imposing a symmetry (respectively antisymmetry)
property at a boundary on a variable ensures that this variable reaches an anti-node (respectively a node) on this
boundary.
The symmetry and antisymmetry conditions are imposed through hard-wall and soft-wall boundary conditions. As a
matter of fact, and as pointed out by Atkins [18], symmetry conditions on the pressure are identical to hard-wall boundary
conditions. Likewise, antisymmetry conditions are identical to soft-wall boundary conditions. This may be shown
by imposing on the exterior trace uþ the conditions uþ  n¼u  n and pþ ¼ p (respectively uþ  n¼ u  n and
pþ ¼p). It results that ½AjnjðuþuÞ ¼Mðb¼ 1Þu (respectively ½AjnjðuþuÞ ¼Mðb¼1Þu).
Fig. 3. Computational domain.
Table 1
Notations used for the symmetry properties of the computed modes.
y-axis symmetry
property on p
x-axis symmetry
property on p
Abbreviation
Symmetry Symmetry SS
Symmetry Antisymmetry SA
Antisymmetry Symmetry AS
Antisymmetry Antisymmetry AAThe discontinuous Galerkin formulation given by Eq. (7) may be written under the global matrix form: DX ¼ikEX.
This eigenvalue problem is solved with SLEPc [19] by means of the Krylov–Schur method and shift-invert spectral
transformation. Thus, a computation does not give the full spectrum but only a few eigenvalues around a shift s.
The method is suitable to handle any geometry since the mesh may be structured or not and may be reﬁned locally (see
Section 4.3 below).
4. Validations
4.1. Uniformly lined duct
This section deals with the no-ﬂow (M0  0) case where the duct is uniformly lined (ys ¼ 0). The wavenumber km,n of
the mode (m,n) (i.e. of azimuthal order m and radial order n) admits an analytical solution km,n ¼7
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
o2Y2m,n
q
where Ym,n
is given by the nth solution of the equation
J0mðXÞ
JmðXÞ
X ¼ io
Z
(8)
where Jm is the m-th order ordinary Bessel function of the ﬁrst kind. The eigenfunction of the mode (m,n) is then:
pm,nðr,yÞ ¼ Aþ JmðYm,nrÞeimyþAJmðYm,nrÞeimy ðAþ ,AÞ 2 C2 (9)
A detailed analysis and a method to ﬁnd the solutions are given in [20]. At high frequencies, representative of the
turbofan acoustics, the radial modes n¼1 are so-called surface waves. As pointed out by Rienstra [20], they are modes
which exist only in the vicinity of the liners. The radial modes n¼2,3,4,y are genuine acoustic modes.
The angular frequency o¼ 30 is chosen with Z¼2þ i. The values correspond to those chosen in [5] and Brambley et al.
[6], and are relevant for the study of duct acoustics modelling engine nacelles. Same values will be imposed in Section 5
when studying the effects of the rigid splices.
The computations are done for the four cases SS, AS, SA, AA. Numerical results represented by open circles in Fig. 4 are
superimposed to the analytic ones. The upper branch corresponds to surfaces waves (n¼1) and the other branches
correspond to acoustic modes (n¼2,3,4,y). The lines corresponding to each branch are plotted by linking together
the analytical eigenvalues corresponding to each radial mode. On each branch, the mode the most on the right is an
axisymmetric mode (m¼0), the second mode is m¼1, the third mode is m¼2, and so on and so forth.
Fig. 4. Comparison between the numerical solutions and the analytical solutions (o¼ 30; Z¼2þ i, M0  0). Theoretical solution: odd ( ) and even (þ)
azimuthal mode. Numerical solution: J; —– : n¼1; - - - -: n¼2; - - - - - - - - : n¼3;          : n¼4; -  -  - : n¼5; -  - : n¼6; - - - -: n¼7.
Table 2
Simpliﬁcations on the solution equation (9) imposed by the boundary conditions (A is an arbitrary complex amplitude).
Conﬁguration Solution pðr,yÞ Parity of m
SS AJmðYm,nrÞcosðmyÞ Even
SA AJmðYm,nrÞsinðmyÞ Odd
AS AJmðYm,nrÞcosðmyÞ Odd
AA AJmðYm,nrÞsinðmyÞ EvenWhen imposing the boundary conditions of the AA, AS, SA and SS conﬁgurations, the solution given by Eq. (9) is
simpliﬁed. The simpliﬁcations are given in Table 2.
The 2D eigenfunctions obtained for an AA conﬁguration correspond to phase-shifted SS eigenfunctions and therefore
the eigenvalues of the AA and SS conﬁgurations are the same. For example, in Fig. 5 is plotted the real part of the pressure
for the analytical mode (2,2). It may be seen as an SS mode regarding the thick dashed straight lines or it may be seen as an
AA mode considering the straight solid lines. Similarly, eigenvalues obtained in the SA and AS conﬁgurations are identical
and the eigenfunctions are just phase-shifted.
Consequently the axisymmetric azimuthal modes m¼0 correspond to SS modes, as expected, while even azimuthal
modes correspond to both AA and SS modes and odd azimuthal modes correspond to both AS and SA modes.
A very good agreement between the numerical and analytical solutions is observed since for the eigenvalues plotted in
Fig. 4 the relative error goes from 1:1 107 to 1:8 105. The present approach with the corresponding developed
stability code is thus validated for no ﬂow.4.2. Lined duct with splices
4.2.1. No ﬂow case
Bi [3] calculated eigenmodes in a non-uniformly lined circular duct without ﬂow. The calculations were conducted by
means of the multimodal method: the solution was expanded in terms of eigenvectors of the rigid duct case. Among
different conﬁgurations of non-uniformly lined duct, Bi considered the lined duct with two rigid splices diametrically
opposed. The calculations were performed foro¼ 31:26, Z¼2þ i,M0  0 and ys ¼ 0:15. The nine least damped eigenmodes
are given.
The same conﬁguration has been calculated with the present numerical method, results have been presented in [21]. A
good agreement on the eigenvalues is obtained considering the number of digits given by Bi and a qualitative good
agreement on the shape of the eigenfunctions is found. Computations have been done on three meshes of 1194, 10 380,
and 19 656 triangles, respectively numbered mesh one to three. The mesh convergence has been evaluated by considering
the residuals (i.e. the relative change in the value of a wavenumber between two computations) for the nine wavenumbers
given by Bi. The largest residual found by comparing the wavenumbers obtained with mesh one and mesh two is 3:87 106
and 9:57 106 when comparing the eigenvalues obtained on mesh two and mesh tree. Considering the precision imposed on
the Krylov–Schur computation, these results show that convergence has been reached.4.2.2. Flow case
Brambley et al. [6] proposed a method based on a Fourier series expansion for the computation on any geometry in the
presence of axial sheared ﬂows. In order to validate further the present method in the presence of ﬂow, qualitative
comparisons are done with spectra shown by Brambley et al. [6]. First a parabolic sheared ﬂow deﬁned in Eq. (10) is
Fig. 6. Validation cases: ys ¼ 0:1, o¼ 31, Z¼2þ i, M¼0.5: (a) Parabolic sheared ﬂow deﬁned by Eq. (10). (b) Thin sheared ﬂow deﬁned by Eq. (11) with
d¼ 103. þ: Unspliced duct (ys ¼ 0); &: SS mode;  AA mode.
Fig. 5. Contours of Re(p) for the mode (2,2). Solid contours are positive, dashed contours are negative.considered:
M0ðrÞ
M
¼ 1r2 (10)
Then the thin sheared boundary ﬂow deﬁned by Rienstra and Vilenski [22], see Eq. (11) is used:
M0ðrÞ
M
¼ tanh 1r
d
 
þ 1tanh 1
d
  
1þtanh 1d
 
d
rþ1þr
 !
ð1rÞ (11)
In Fig. 6(a) and (b) are shown small regions of the spectra obtained with these two ﬂows for o¼ 31, ys ¼ 0:1, Z¼2þ i,
M¼0.5 and d¼ 103 as in Ref. [6]. Although being able to compute all the modes, Brambley et al. focused on the modes
satisfying the condition pð1,yþpÞ ¼ pð1,yÞ and therefore the calculations for the spliced duct have been conducted for the
AA and SS modes only. A qualitative good agreement is obtained with [6, Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 12(c)], which correspond to an
azimuthal order m¼24 for the unspliced mode.
Results presented in this section have shown that the developed numerical method is suitable for the computation
of acoustic modes on any geometric conﬁguration with any arbitrary sheared mean ﬂow. In the next section, the ability
of the method to compute robustly the different components of the perturbation vector in the vicinity of the lining
discontinuities will be addressed.
4.3. Convergence properties
In this section is presented a mesh convergence analysis as performed in [21]. Computations have been performed
without ﬂow on a rectangular rigid duct of height H (the length of reference) and of width L¼AH (A is the aspect ratio) with
o¼onH=a0 ¼ 2:35 (on is the dimensional angular frequency). The geometry is meshed by repeating the mesh pattern
represented in Fig. 7. Two meshes have been generated: the ﬁrst one is deﬁned by Dx¼Dy¼ L=50 and the second one is
constructed with Dx¼Dy¼ L=75.
For this trivial conﬁguration, the analytical solution for a mode (m,n) exhibiting m=2 wavelengths along y and n=2
wavelengths along x is given by ka ¼ 7
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
o2ðnpAÞ2ðmpÞ2
q
. The relative error on the eigenvalues, deﬁned as 9kka9=9ka9,
is computed for modes (m,0) (respectively for modes (0,n)) and plotted against l=h¼ ly=Dy¼ 2H=ðmDyÞ (respectively
against l=h¼ lx=Dx¼ 2L=ðnDxÞ) in Fig. 8. The relative error goes from 4:04 1012 for l=h¼ 150 to 3:18 104 for
l=h¼ 5:6 and a ﬁfth-order rate of convergence is observed.
For spliced geometry studies in this paper, an unstructured mesh with local reﬁnement is considered (see Fig. 9). The
mesh generator GMSH is used [23], the reﬁnement is achieved by deﬁning an attractor point at the lining discontinuity. In
practice, the mesh used in the uniformly lined case is reused and the attractor point is deﬁned such as there are 20
elements on the spliced area. The mesh is then reﬁned until mesh convergence is observed on the eigenvalues. The
reﬁnement strategy could be optimised by implementing an a posteriori error estimation for local mesh adaptivity [8].
In Fig. 10 is plotted the computation time as a function of the size N of the matrices (if NT is the number of triangles in
the mesh then N¼ 24NT). Serial computations have been performed on an Intel Xeon Woodcrest 5160. Displayed times
correspond to computations performed with or without ﬂow and in spliced or unspliced conﬁguration. In these
computations, where the maximum dimension of the subspace in the Krylov–Schur method is 80, between 30 and 80
eigenvalues are found. O(N2) time complexity is observed. Shift-invert spectral transformation in the Krylov–Schur method
requires to solve a linear system at each iteration. This is done by means of a direct solving (sparse LU factorisation).
Computations could be speeded up by using an iterative solver together with an appropriate preconditioner and parallel
computing.Fig. 7. Mesh pattern used for the mesh convergence analysis.
Fig. 8. Effect of the mesh resolution on the accuracy—relative error on the eigenvalues 9ðkkaÞ=ka9 against l=h. : mesh #1, modes (0,n); : mesh #2,
modes (0,n); : mesh #1, modes (m,0); : mesh #2, modes (m,0); ——–: 9ðkkaÞ=ka9 ðl=hÞ5:19.
Fig. 9. Example of unstructured mesh reﬁned at the liner-splice discontinuity.
Fig. 10. Speed of convergence: computation time T as a function of the size of the matrices N ( : Computation time; - - - - -: T N1:96).5. Investigation of discontinuity effects
In the following, the splice width is ﬁxed such as ys ¼ 0:05 (i.e. the unlined section represents 3.18 percent of the duct
circumference), o¼ 30 and Z¼2þ i, as chosen in [6, Section 6.5] when studying localised modes and in Section 4.1 when
studying the unspliced case. In all sections but Sections 5.3 and 5.5, no mean-ﬂow is considered (M0  0). Calculations have
been performed for the SS, AA, AS and SA cases.
5.1. Shape of the eigenfunctions especially at the wall
In this section, the spliced eigenfunctions are analysed. In particular, the behaviour of the eigenfunctions associated to
the spliced modes originating as the unspliced mode (m¼16,n¼2) is investigated. The azimuthal wavenumber m being
even, these modes are AA and SS modes. The corresponding unspliced eigenvalue is k¼19.92þ1.17 i and the spliced
eigenvalues are kAA¼19.89 þ 1.17 i and kSS¼19.85þ1.11 i.
Eigenfunctions ReðpÞ of the unspliced mode (16,2) and of its corresponding AA and SS spliced modes are shown in
Fig. 11. The SS eigenfunction shows more discrepancies with the unspliced mode than the AA eigenfunction especially near
the splice.
Fig. 12 shows the absolute value of the radial velocity component at the wall for the modes SS and AA originating as the
unspliced mode (16,2). The whole interval y 2 ½0,p=2 has not been plotted, since the effects of the splice are mainly
noticeable for small y. Except at the splice, the radial velocity of the AA mode is in rather good agreement with the
unspliced exact solution, while for small y even qualitatively the radial velocity of the SS mode is not comparable with the
analytical unspliced solution.
Figs. 13 and 14 are equivalent to Fig. 12 but for the pressure and the azimuthal velocity component respectively. As far
as the pressure is concerned, on the lined section y 2 ½ys,p=2, the conclusions are similar to those reported for the radial
velocity component owing to the impedance boundary condition Zur ¼ p. Moreover, the pressure eigenfunction of the AA
Fig. 11. Contours of ReðpÞ for the unspliced mode (16,2) (a), (c) and for its corresponding spliced SS mode (b) and AA mode (d). The splice is represented
by the thick line (ys ¼ 0:05). Contours are spaced at f0:1,0:2, . . .0:9g max9p9, solid contours are positive, dashed contours are negative and dotted
contours are zero-contours.
Fig. 12. Absolute value of the radial velocity component at the duct wall 9ur9ð1,yÞ for the modes SS ( ) and AA ( ) originating as the unspliced
mode (16,2) ( ) and ( ). The rigid splice is located between y¼ 0 and y¼ ys ¼ 0:05.mode is in rather good agreement with the unspliced solution even at the splice. Regarding the azimuthal velocity
component, it presents a peak at the impedance discontinuity. Except on and near the splice, the conclusions are similar to
those on the radial velocity component and on the pressure component when comparing the AA and SS solutions with the
Fig. 13. Absolute value of the azimuthal velocity component at the duct boundary for the modes SS ( ) and AA ( ) originating as the unspliced
mode (16,2) ( ) and ( ). The rigid splice is located between y¼ 0 and y¼ ys ¼ 0:05.
Fig. 14. Absolute value of the pressure at the duct boundary for the modes SS ( ) and AA ( ) originating as the unspliced mode (16,2) ( )
and ( ). The rigid splice is located between y¼ 0 and y¼ ys ¼ 0:05.exact solution. Reﬁning the mesh at the lining discontinuity leads to higher peaks both for the AA and SS modes, leading us
to believe that the azimuthal velocity is tending towards inﬁnity at the wall impedance jump.
5.2. Discussion about singularities
Figs. 12 and 14 show that urð1,yÞ is discontinuous at y¼ ys and uyð1,yÞ seems to tend towards inﬁnity as y tends
towards ys. Although no complete analytical study is possible to characterise the solution at the boundaries, a few results
may be found analytically.
The most straightforward analytical investigation concerns the radial acoustic velocity component. At the joint between
the rigid splice and the liner, the boundary condition written in cylindrical coordinates is jumping from urð1,ys Þ ¼ 0 to
urð1,yþs ÞZ ¼ pð1,yþs Þ, which explains the discontinuity on the radial velocity noticeable in Fig. 12.
As far as the azimuthal acoustic velocity component is concerned, combining the momentum equations in cylindrical
coordinates on eh and on er yields
qrðruyÞ ¼ qyur (12)
Radial component ur being discontinuous at the hard–soft wall transition, singular properties are expected on qrðruyÞ at
this position. Although it is not possible to conclude directly on uy from Eq. (12), it helps understanding the singular
behaviour shown in Fig. 14.
Reﬁning the mesh increases the peak on the azimuthal velocity at the hard–soft wall junction only. Moreover the
singular behaviour on the eigenfunctions seems to take place at the wall impedance jump only. In Fig. 15 are plotted 9ur9
and 9uy9 at r¼0.999 as functions of y for three different meshes. The ﬁrst mesh is coarse (1484 triangles), the second one
has 8711 triangles, the third mesh is much reﬁned (37 294 triangles). It appears that for both the radial velocity
component and the azimuthal velocity component, no singular behaviour is observed and no major discrepancies are
noticeable between the results obtained with the different meshes.
It can be also shown that the jump on the radial velocity at y¼ ys and r¼1 (see Fig. 12) remains constant when reﬁning
the mesh. This shows the ability of the discontinuous Galerkin method to catch correctly the discontinuity on ur . Actually,
as long as the inner edges of the mesh are perpendicular to the domain boundary at the lining discontinuities, the jump in
ur does not lead to numerical problems. Indeed, as pointed out by Cockburn [24], it is obvious in Eq. (7) that the residual on
an element depends strongly on the jump uþu. More precisely, with or without ﬂow, the integral of the residual on an
Fig. 15. Absolute value of the radial velocity component 9ur9 (empty symbol) and of the azimuthal velocity component 9uy9 (ﬁlled symbol) at r¼ 0:999 as
functions of y. The solid line with triangle markers corresponds to the mesh with 37 294 triangles, the dashed line with square markers corresponds to
the mesh with 8711 triangles and the dotted line with circle markers correspond to the mesh with 1484 triangles.element depends linearly on the integral on the bounding inner edges of the term:
½AjnjðuþuÞ wm ¼
1
2
nxðuþ  nu  nÞnxðpþpÞ
nyðuþ  nu  nÞnyðpþpÞ
0
ðuþ  nu  nÞþpþp
0
BBBB@
1
CCCCA wm: (13)
Hence, the local residual depends on the pressure and normal velocity jumps at the edges of the local element. If the
lining discontinuity point corresponds to the end point of an internal edge between two triangles and if this edge is
perpendicular to the computational domain boundary qOh, then the velocities normal to this edge uþ  n and u  n
corresponds purely to uy. The meshes used in the computations satisfy this condition and therefore, the local residuals on
the two triangles bordered by this edge are not affected by the radial velocity jump but only by the azimuthal velocity and
pressure jumps.5.3. Symmetry conditions and discrepancies with the uniformly lined duct conﬁguration
As seen in Section 5.1 in Figs. 11–14, the eigenfunction of the mode AA is in better agreement with the corresponding
unspliced solution (mode (16,2)) than the eigenfunction of the mode SS. Brambley et al. [6] derived an asymptotic method
to compute spliced eigenmodes for ys51. They showed that for a mode of azimuthal order m the perturbation to Fourier
modes of order n is OðysÞ for nbm. Moreover, for ðmysÞ51, they have demonstrated that the unspliced wavenumber
perturbation by the splice is OðysÞ for modes with cosðmyÞ (i.e. AS and SS modes) dependence while it is Oðy3s Þ for unspliced
modes with sinðmyÞ (i.e. AA and SA modes) dependence. This difference in spliced effect depending on the mode symmetry
is illustrated in this section by considering the acoustic kinetic energy, ﬁrst without ﬂow. It is then shown that similar
results are obtained with ﬂow.
Consider the linearised Euler equations written in cylindrical coordinates with mean ﬂow. The momentum equations
on er , on eh and on ez read respectively:
iðkM0oÞurþqrp¼ 0 ðaÞ
iðkM0oÞuyþ
1
r
qyp¼ 0 ðbÞ
iðkM0oÞwþ ikpþðqrM0Þur ¼ 0 ðcÞ
8>><
>>:
(14)
and the continuity equation is
iðkM0oÞpþqrurþ
1
r
urþ
1
r
qyuyþ ikw¼ 0 (15)
Then, without ﬂow (M0  0), after some manipulation the acoustic kinetic energy on the computational domain can be
expressed as
E¼
Z
Oh
ð9ur92þ9uy92þ9w92Þ dO¼
Z
Oh
1þ9k9
2k2
o2
 !
9p92 dO i
o
Z 1
0
uyp dr
" #y ¼ yþs
y ¼ ys
þ i
o
Z ys
0
urð1,yÞpð1,yÞ dy
þ io
Z p=2
ys
urð1,yÞpð1,yÞ dy (16)
The overline represents the complex conjugate of the corresponding parameter.
The jump term in Eq. (16) equals zero. Indeed, it has been shown previously that the singular behaviour of the
eigenfunctions is restricted to the wall location and so ðuypÞðr,yÞ is continuous at y¼ ys and r such as 0rro1. Cancellation
of this term has been checked numerically as well.
Using the impedance boundary condition in the spliced conﬁguration, Eq. (16) becomes
Espliced ¼
Z
Oh
1þ9k9
2k2
o2
 !
9p92dOþ i
Zo
Z p=2
ys
9p9ð1,yÞ2 dy (17)
Whereas in the unspliced (i.e. uniformly lined) duct conﬁguration, it reads
Euni ¼
Z
Oh
1þ9k9
2k2
o2
 !
9p92 dOþ i
Zo
Z p=2
ys
9p9ð1,yÞ2 dyþ i
Zo
Z ys
0
9p9ð1,yÞ2 dy (18)
If the pressure component of an unspliced mode satisﬁes an antisymmetry condition about the x-axis (AA or SA modes),
the x-axis is a pressure node and in particular p(1,0)¼0. pð1,yÞ remains small between y¼ 0 and y¼ ys providing ðmysÞ51.
Moreover, if ys51, the last term of Eq. (18) corresponds to the integral of a small integrand on a small domain and may
thus be neglected. It follows that the spliced and the unspliced eigenpairs ðk,uÞ satisfy almost the same integral equation.
As a consequence, we are likely to think that the spliced and unspliced solutions would exhibit few discrepancies. More
precisely, Brambley et al. [6] showed that the perturbation to the unspliced eigenvalues is Oðy3s Þ.
On the contrary, if a symmetry condition on the pressure component with respect to the x-axis is imposed, the x-axis is
a pressure anti-node. As a consequence, under the assumptions ys51 and ðmysÞ51 only the domain of integration is small
in the last integral term of the right-hand side of Eq. (18) and not the integrand. Brambley et al. [6] proved that the
perturbation to the unspliced wavenumbers is then only OðysÞ.
With ﬂow, the reasoning is similar. Manipulating Eqs. (14a)–(14c) and Eq. (15) yields
I¼
Z
Oh
iðkM0oÞð9ur92þ9uy92þ9w92Þ dO¼
Z 1
0
uyp dr
" #y ¼ yþs
y ¼ ys
þ
Z
Oh
ðiðkM0oÞ9p92þ iðkkÞwpþqrðM0ÞurwÞ dO
þ
Z ys
0
urð1,yÞpð1,yÞ dyþ
Z p=2
ys
urð1,yÞpð1,yÞ dy (19)
For the same reasons as without ﬂow, the jump term equals zero. Introducing the impedance boundary conditions in the
spliced conﬁguration yields
Ispliced ¼
Z
Oh
ðiðkM0oÞ9p92þ iðkkÞwpþqrðM0ÞurwÞ dOþ
1
Z
Z p=2
ys
9pð1,yÞ92 dy (20)
In the uniformly lined duct case, it reads
Iuni ¼
Z
Oh
ðiðkM0oÞ9p92þ iðkkÞwpþqrðM0ÞurwÞ dOþ
1
Z
Z p=2
ys
9pð1,yÞ92 dyþ1
Z
Z ys
0
9pð1,yÞ92 dy (21)
Eqs. (20) and (21) differ only over one integral term which is exactly the same as in the no ﬂow case. The previous
reasoning holds under the assumptions ys51 and ðmysÞ51, illustrating the fact that, with or without ﬂow, the effect of
thin splices is more pronounced for modes symmetric about the splices than modes antisymmetric about them.
5.4. Effects of the splices on the spectrum
As well as the modiﬁcation of the eigenfunctions by the presence of the splice, the eigenvalues of the spliced modes are
affected as well. Fig. 16 provides the spectrum obtained with the SS, AA, AS and SA computations. It seems to be
characteristic of a spectrum with one or several localised modes (see [5, Fig. 3(e); 6, Fig. 14(a)]). As in the unspliced case
the upper branch corresponds to surface waves and the lower branches correspond to acoustic modes, however, there are
now two isolated modes in the middle. They are localised modes, originating as surface waves and turning into acoustic
waves when ys is increased. They correspond to AS and SS modes and they originate as unspliced surface waves of
azimuthal order m¼1 and m¼2 respectively.
As far as the acoustic waves are concerned, the spectrum is similar to the spectrum obtained for the unspliced duct (see
Section 4.1 and Fig. 4). In Fig. 17(a) is plotted a zoom on the acoustic waves spectrum. The unspliced (m,n) (see Section 4.1)
even and odd modes eigenvalues are plotted and encircled together with theirs corresponding spliced modes eigenvalues.
In the vicinity of an eigenvalue corresponding to an even (respectively odd) azimuthally unspliced mode lie both a SS and
an AA spliced modes (respectively both a SA and an AS unspliced modes). However, on the contrary to the unspliced case,
the eigenvalues obtained in the AA (respectively AS) conﬁguration are not identical to the eigenvalues obtained in the
SS (respectively SA) conﬁguration, owing to the loss of axisymmetry. For m¼0 only a SS spliced mode lies in the
neighbourhood of the eigenvalue.
Concerning the surface waves, the conclusions are similar for m\10. In Fig. 17(b) is plotted a zoom on the part of the
spectrum associated to surface waves. However, for low azimuthal order, the AA (respectively SA) modes are in the vicinity
Fig. 17. Spectrum obtained for ys ¼ 0:05, M0  0, o¼ 30 and Z¼2þ i: Zoom in on the right parts of the acoustic waves branches (a) and of the surface
waves branch (b) (&: SS mode; }: AA mode; J: AS mode; n: SA mode). Comparison with the odd ( ) and even (þ) unspliced modes.
Fig. 16. Spectrum obtained for ys ¼ 0:05, M0  0, o¼ 30 and Z¼2þ i.of unspliced even (respectively odd) modes but the SS (respectively AS) modes are not in the close neighbourhood. The SS
and AS eigenvalues are shifted to the right as they are scattered into modes of lower azimuthal orders. For example, the
unspliced mode m¼7 is located at k	 27:5þ2:90i, the corresponding SA mode is located at k	 27:5þ2:88i and the
associated AS mode is located at k	 27:7þ2:82i. Moreover, since two modes turned into localised modes, the SS mode
corresponding to the unspliced surface mode m¼2 and the AS mode associated to the unspliced surface mode m¼1 are
missing.
It has been shown in the previous section that if ðmysÞ51 and ys51, the eigenvalues of the modes satisfying an
antisymmetry condition with respect to the x-axis are less modiﬁed by the splice than the eigenvalues of the modes
satisfying a symmetry condition. Correspondingly, a AA (respectively SA) eigenvalue is closer to its equivalent unspliced
theoretical even (respectively odd) wavenumber than the corresponding SS eigenvalue (respectively AS wavenumber).
This may be observed in Fig. 17(a) and (b) for both acoustic modes and surface waves.
As far as the spatial growth rate is concerned, the surface modes in the presence of splices are less damped than theirs
corresponding unspliced modes, owing to a smaller acoustically treated surface (see Fig. 17(b)). However, for acoustic
modes, this is not true for all the modes. It seems that at low azimuthal order, the acoustic modes are more damped in the
spliced case (see Fig. 17(a)) in spite of a smaller lined surface.5.5. Presence of a parabolic sheared ﬂow
In this section, the previous conﬁguration (ys ¼ 0:05, o¼ 30, Z¼2þ i) is kept but now with a parabolic sheared ﬂow
deﬁned by Eq. (10) withM¼0.5. In Fig. 18 are plotted the eigenvalues obtained with SS, AA, AS and SA computations. As for
the no-ﬂow case, there is a surface waves branch and two localised modes in addition to the least damped modes
corresponding to acoustic modes and divided on different branches, depending on their radial order. Compared to the
no-ﬂow case (see Fig. 16) where the acoustic branches are almost superimposed, they are now well separated. Moreover,
Fig. 19. Spectrum obtained for a parabolic sheared ﬂow (deﬁned by Eq. (10)) withM¼0.5, ys ¼ 0:05,o¼ 30 and Z¼2þ i: Zoom in on the right parts of the
acoustic waves branches (a) and of the surface waves branch (b) (&: SS mode; : AA mode;J: AS mode; n: SA mode). Comparison with the odd ( ) and
even (þ) unspliced modes.
Fig. 18. Spectrum obtained for a parabolic sheared ﬂow (deﬁned by Eq. (10)) with M¼0.5, ys ¼ 0:05, o¼ 30, Z¼2þ i.the mean ﬂow being a sheared ﬂow, there is as well a continuous spectrum. The latter is not studied in this paper and not
shown in Fig. 18.
In this case, the unspliced solution may not be found analytically and so the unspliced modes are computed with the
method presented in this paper, although a unidimensional method would have been sufﬁcient (the problem is
axisymmetric). For the unspliced conﬁguration, computations have been made for the SS and AS boundary conditions
to obtain both the even and odd azimuthal modes. In Fig. 19(a) is shown a zoom on the right part of the ﬁrst acoustic
branch and in Fig. 19(b) is plotted a zoom in the right part of the surface waves branch. On both ﬁgures are shown the
unspliced odd and even modes and two of them are enclosed together with their corresponding spliced mode eigenvalues.
The results are similar to the no-ﬂow case: near an azimuthally even (respectively odd) unspliced mode lie an AA mode
(respectively an SA mode). In the present conﬁguration, the eigenvalues of the acoustic modes presenting a symmetry
property on the pressure with respect to x-axis (AS and SS modes) are more affected by the splice than in Section 5.4 even
though the splice width ys is the same. Moreover, in the presence of a parabolic sheared ﬂow proﬁle and for the chosen
parameters, all spliced modes (even acoustic modes) are less damped than their unspliced equivalents, which was not the
case without ﬂow, see Section 5.4.
Without ﬂow (see Fig. 16) the eigenvalue corresponding to the localised SS mode was quite close to the eigenvalue
associated with the localised AS mode: the relative deviation was 7:5 104. With ﬂow, the relative deviation is only
7:5 107.6. Computations on other geometries
In order to demonstrate the ﬂexibility of the method, computations with ﬂow in ducts of different geometries and with
lining discontinuities are presented in this section. First computations are performed on a ﬂow duct of elliptic cross-
section (Fig. 20(a)) and then on a ﬂow duct of square cross-section (Fig. 20(b)). Thanks to the symmetry properties,
computations are performed on the upper-right quarter of each domain (0ryrp=2 or x40 and y40). As in the previous
section, abbreviations SS, SA, AS, AA are used to designate the computations according to the symmetry properties
imposed on the boundaries of the computational domain (see Table 1).
For both geometries, meshes have been reﬁned until mesh convergence. They are shown in Fig. 21(a) and (b).
6.1. Duct of elliptic cross-section
For ground clearance reasons, large aero-engines may be ‘‘ﬂattened’’. Therefore, the understanding of sound
propagation in a duct of elliptic cross-section is of particular interest [25–27]. The considered elliptic duct geometry is
depicted in Fig. 20. The semi-major axis is R and the semi-minor axis is aR with a¼ 45. Two splices are located around y¼ 0
and y¼ p and are 2ys wide. A Poiseuille ﬂow deﬁned by Eq. (22) is running through the duct [28]. For both ﬂows deﬁned by
Eqs. (10) and (22), the mean Mach number is Mv ¼M=2.
M0ðx,yÞ
M
¼ 1x2y
2
a2
(22)
Parameters chosen in Section 5.5 for the study of the effects of a parabolic sheared ﬂow are kept (ys ¼ 0:05, o¼ 30,
Z¼2þ i andM¼0.5, the reference length is R). The wavenumbers obtained with SS, AA, AS and SA computations are plotted
in Fig. 22. The spectrum is quite similar to the spectrum obtained in a circular duct carrying a parabolic ﬂow (see Fig. 18). It
contains eigenvalues corresponding to surfaces modes, acoustic modes and localised modes, almost at the same position asFig. 20. Ducts with elliptic (a) and square (b) cross-section (lined walls are represented by wide grey lines).
Fig. 21. Meshes used for the computations on the ducts with elliptic cross-section (a) and square cross-section (b).
Fig. 23. Spectrum obtained for a Poiseuille ﬂow running through a square duct partially lined with o¼ 30, Z¼2þ i and a mean Mach number Mv ¼ 0:25.
Fig. 22. Spectrum obtained for a Poiseuille ﬂow (deﬁned by Eq. (22)) in an elliptical duct with M¼0.5, ys ¼ 0:05, o¼ 30, Z¼2þ i.in the circular duct case. The relative derivation between the localised SS eigenvalue and the localised AS eigenvalue is
1:9 106, slightly greater than in the circular duct case.
6.2. Duct of square cross-section
In this section is considered the modal analysis in a duct of square cross-section. The walls are lined except in the
vicinities of the point (L/2,0) and (L/2,0) where L is the side length and (0,0) is the square center, see Fig 20(b). The
unlined areas 2l represent 3.18 percent of the cross-section perimeter, as in the spliced circular duct case. The square side
length L has been chosen so that the area of the cross-section is the same as the area of the circle of radius R previously
studied: L¼ ﬃﬃﬃpp R. The previous parameters are kept o¼ 30, Z¼2þ i, R is the reference length. A Poiseuille ﬂow computed
numerically by means of collocation method [29] is imposed such as the mean Mach number is 0.25.
In Fig. 23 are shown the eigenvalues resulting from SS, SA, AS and AA computations. The spectrum is rather similar to
the spectra obtained for a circular duct and for a duct of elliptical cross-section: the modes may be classiﬁed as acoustic
modes, surface modes or localised modes. There are both an SS localised mode and an AS localised mode lying about
k¼25.90 þ 2.03i, the relative derivation between both wavenumbers being 8:4 109, much smaller than for the circular
and elliptical cases. The two eigenvalues lying around k	 24:3þ i and k	 26:6þ5:54i correspond to modes that exist in the
unspliced conﬁguration as well.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we derived a discontinuous Galerkin method for the computation of acoustic modes in a lined ﬂow duct.
The formulation is suitable for arbitrary axial sheared ﬂow on any geometries since unstructured meshes may be used.
Moreover, the method may be easily extended to more complex ﬂows, for example with a swirl component or with
a density gradient, by simply adding terms in the matrices Ax, Ay , B of the linearised Euler equations (Eq. (1)). All the
conﬁgurations analysed in this paper present symmetry properties with respect to the x- and y-axes. Therefore, to reduce
the numerical costs, the computations have been performed on a quarter of domain by imposing successively symmetry
and anti-symmetry boundary conditions on the resulting boundaries.
The no-ﬂow case of an inﬁnite uniformly lined duct has ﬁrst been considered for validation purpose given that acoustic
and surface waves may be computed analytically for this problem [20]. Good agreements have been observed and
the symmetry or antisymmetry properties of the eigenfunctions have been related to the parity of the azimuthal
wavenumber m.
The method has then been employed to compute acoustic modes in inﬁnite lined ducts with rigid splices. Satisfactory
comparisons have been obtained with results given in Ref. [3] for the no-ﬂow case and with results given in Ref. [6] for
sheared ﬂows with parabolic boundary layer proﬁle or thin boundary layer proﬁle with parameters representative of an
engine intake. Numerical performances of the method have been evaluated by analysing the inﬂuence of the mesh
reﬁnement on the accuracy and by studying the speed of convergence of the method.
Finally, a thorough investigation of a small splice effect has been conducted by taking the same parameters as when
studying the uniformly lined case. The discontinuous Galerkin method presents a robust behaviour in the vicinity of the
lining discontinuities and gives an insight into the behaviour of the eigenfunctions at the joint between the splice and the
lining. It turns out that the pressure, which is the only component of the acoustic perturbation involved in the previous
studies on lining discontinuities in a duct (through the Pridmore-Brown equation), although being much more regular
than the radial and azimuthal velocity components of the perturbation, has an inﬁnite azimuthal derivative at the hard–
soft wall transition. This singularity on the acoustic pressure azimuthal derivative is related to the inﬁnite behaviour on
the azimuthal velocity component at this position. Finally, the radial velocity component presents a ﬁnite jump.
For small splices (ys51) and for ðmysÞ51, Brambley et al. [6] have proved that the magnitude of the unspliced
wavenumber perturbation induced by the splice is OðysÞ for modes satisfying a symmetry condition about the x-axis while
it is Oðy3s Þ for modes satisfying an antisymmetry condition. This was illustrated in this paper by deriving an integral
formulation of the linearised Euler equations. The effect of the imposed symmetry conditions on the spliced-induced
perturbation to the unspliced eigenmodes has been observed numerically as well, by comparing spliced and unspliced
eigenfunctions of the mode (m¼16,n¼2) as well as spliced and unspliced spectra. As found by Bi et al. [5] and Brambley
et al. [6], it was noticed that all the modal solutions have an unspliced equivalent although the method employed in this
paper is completely different. Finally, the ﬂexibility of the method was demonstrated by computing the eigenmodes in
spliced ducts of cylindrical, square and elliptical cross-sections with a sheared Poiseuille ﬂow.Acknowledgements
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